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Albert Francois Lebruen P 8.5 Good propositions, specific enough, well spoken, seems 8; good passion, ideas, well spoken, speciific ideas and solution8 good planning, great job laying out course of action8 brought good points that were in depth but did not have the reasoning needed behind it 8; Good ideas and explanation, well spoken3 3 10 56.5 4
Albert Sarruat A 10
Camille Chautemps P 8 Good plan, memorized, good background, nice speaking8.5; specific and useful ideas, well spoken8.5 talked about other plans and expanded on them, 8 well done research but a little off topic 8; interesting and specific ideas 3 3 10 57 3
Charles De Gualle A 10
Edouard Daladier A 10
Edouard Herriot A 10
Georges Bidault A 10
Georges-Etienne Bonnet P 8.5; incorporated other ideas, and well thought out plans8; specific and smart plans8.5 creative plans and well spoken8.5 Great plans along with reasoning behind it8; well spoken, plethora of good ideas, specific enough3 3 10 57.5 2
Jules Jeanneny A 10
Louis Darquier de Pellepoix P 6.5; Good ideas, needs more depth6 read off notes, could be more specific6; repetitive ideas, not much expansion on ideas 6 Not very specific as to what to do just brought up problems7; good plans on how to combat aggression from other countries1 1 10 43.5 8
Marcel Astier P 7; read off notes, good background of character, good plan6; quick speech, but good ideas6.5; solid plan and response to developments6.5; good ideas  6; good ideas, but brief and somewhat repetitive2 2 10 46 7
Marcel Deat P 8.5; confident speaker, good ideas for France to rally behind9 incorporated elements of the games current events, and brought good speculations to build his ideas 9 nice quotes and rallying words, brought up important points with thorough explanation9 Brought up other claims well while refuting it to further his own 8.5; speech was well calculates and said3 3 10 60 1
Maurice Dormann A 10
Phillipe Petain A 10
Pierre-Etienne Flandin P 7; good ideas, but didn't speak for very long and lacked specificity8 good solutions and good job dealing with possible rebuttals7.5; well spoken, but could have been more specific7; good solution and counteraction7; smart counterargument for attack3 3 10 52.5 6
Pierre Laval P 7.5; Well spoken, used notes slightly, good ideas8; plethora of ideas and a good job exploring the reasons behind them, and their effects8; inspirational speech on how the country must prepare their military 7.5 Brought good rebuttal, did not bring up all aspects of issue8; smart ideas and well spoken 3 3 10 56 5


